2017 PJM SPRING RESTORATION DRILL

February 21st – 22nd, 2017
• PJM staffed 30 employees at the Milford Dispatch Training Simulator room. (Dispatchers, Training, Support Staff).
• One PJM dispatcher for each TO zone
• Transmission Owners staffed their company simulators. No members were present at PJM.
• PJM Dispatchers utilized the Dispatch Training Simulator to model each TO’s progress and provide a wide area overview.
Participation

• First time the Generator Operators required to participate in spring drill
  – Positive feedback from GOP’s participating, more involvement due to some having resources in multiple transmission zones

• Assigned individual e-mail addresses to the TO’s to submit paperwork during the drill
  – Positive feedback from TO’s
  – Enabled PJM keep up better on the simulator
• Day 1: 257
• Day 2: 253
• 2691 NERC CEH’s awarded for the drill.

• Final drill numbers: 43,680 Mw’s restored.
• Drill evaluation forms: 4.4 – 5
• PJM will review the final drill documents at the next SRCS meeting.
Going Forward

- PJM will continue to have Generator Operators participate in the spring drill
- Continue to use individual e-mail addresses for the Transmission Operators to submit restorations forms
- Explore ways to have more GOP involvement
- Provide refresher training on the Interconnection Checklist
  - Some confusion on line items that should be completed for different scenarios
- Improve use of the WebEx
• Fall Individual company drills will take place between September 25, and November 3

• Start thinking about dates that will work for your company
  – Will you be doing the fall drill from your location or on the PJM simulator?

• Prefer doing the drills Tues, Wed. or Thur. of each week